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Salaam/Peace to All, 
 

 

here we shall clearly witness  Absolutely  AWESOME  Miracles                       

regarding the most specific  Orbital Inclinations  &  Eccentricities  of the  "8"  Main  Planets   

of our Solar System,  

from "Mercury" (=i.e. the closest one to the Sun) to "Neptune" (=i.e. the farthest one to the Sun),             

in this perfect Order, here thus: 

 

 

              
image credit: space.com   (Mercury,   Venus,   Earth,   Mars,   Jupiter,   Saturn,   Uranus,   Neptune)                                                           
         .                                                           
     .                                  .                    

                                         .                             

 



 

and thereby, here Again, we shall clearly and unmistakably comprehend the Fact that  
 

the One and Only CREATOR and GOD (="AL-LAH") of                   
the Universe/s, and all Galaxies, Stars and Planets therein                    

has Sent-Down "QURAN TESTAMENT"    
 

for the Eternal Salvation and Everlasting Benefits of all Nations-Peoples of the World,  
for/in this Final Age now.            
 

  

 

========================                       

6-  Surely, We have adorned the lowest heaven with the adornment of Planets (=in Arabic: Kawakib).   

   

                     v v v v v v v v v v  

   

17-  And the Angels will be on its (=i.e. whole Sky's/Universe's) borders; and the "Eight"                

(=i.e. a most specific Reference here also and Especially to the  "8"  Main Planets  of our Solar System,  

in this Respect, above)-- will be carrying (=i.e. in figurative/allegorical sense here,  

thus especially through their specifically "Inclined" positions above)-- the THRONE of your LORD (=i.e. by thus clearly  

indicating & showing HIS Perfectly-DESIGNED Excellent Creation POWER unto all of them therein)--  

above them, on that Day!   

        

         v v v v v v v v v v v                
                         

 

49-  (For,)  every "intended-thing" (=i.e. thus also and Especially those  "8"  Main  Planets  of our Solar System above)--            

We have Created them based on  "Perfect-MEASURE"  (=in Arabic: "biQADARIN")!  

  
 

         v v v v v v v v v v v 
 

 

28-  … And HE has Precisely-COUNTED  every "intended-thing" (=i.e. here Again, thus also and Especially those             

"8"  Main  Planets  of our Solar System, first of all, in this Respect, above)--                
 

as/in  "Numbers"  (=in Arabic: "Adadan")!             
 

(QURAN TESTAMENT  37/6  &  69/17  >>>  54/49  >>>  72/28)      

      

30-  Upon it  (shall be)  "19"  --(as an Awesome Signature of                    

such a  "Perfect-MEASURING"  &  "Precise-COUNTING"  on them  above)!                 



 

(QURAN TESTAMENT  74/30)    

========================  

  

  

 

So now, let us clearly and unmistakably Witness here                       
 

"19"  coded  --(please, see again:  QURAN TESTAMENT  74/30  above)--                 

      

Most EXCELLENT  &  Most MAGNIFICENT  MIRACLES                  

as it has Most Superbly and Perfectly been Inscribed by our LORD AL-LAH                  

unto those Most Specific  Orbital Inclinations  &  Eccentricities  of the  "8"  Main  Planets         

of our Solar System, above, from the very Beginning, therein,  

now here thus:      

 

 

                              
image credit: elitegalaxyonline.com  (Orbital Inclination)    image credit: universetoday.com  (Orbital Eccentricity)   

 
 

Orbital Inclination:         Orbital Eccentricity:                 
The angle in "degrees" at which a Planet's orbit around the Sun  This is a measure of how far a Planet's orbit about the Sun is from being circular.          

is tilted relative to the "ecliptic plane."      The larger the eccentricity, the more elongated is the orbit,              

The "ecliptic plane" is defined as the "plane" containing    an eccentricity of "0" means the orbit is a perfect circle.             

the Earth's orbit, so the Earth's inclination is always "0".   There are no units (such as "degrees" etc.) for eccentricity. 
 

(Source:  https: // nssdc.gsfc.nasa.gov/planetary/factsheet/index.html)   (Source:  https: // nssdc.gsfc.nasa.gov/planetary/factsheet/index.html) 

 



 

                            
.               (Mean)                                   (Mean)                                               
.   "Orbital Inclinations"                  "Orbital Eccentricities"             .    .    

of the  "8"  Main  Planets       .       of the  "8"  Main  Planets                  
.       above              above                                     

 

"Mercury"             7.0                0.21      

"Venus"            3.4                        0.01       

"Earth"            0.0                0.02       

"Mars"            1.9                0.09      

"Jupiter"            1.3                0.05      

"Saturn"            2.5                0.05        

"Uranus"            0.8                        0.05         

"Neptune"            1.8                0.01       

    

  *Please, certainly note that we have rightfully taken into account                     

essentially "one" digit after the decimal point,  with regard to "Orbital Inclinations," --for/on the left side,            .    
and                           
essentially "two" digits after the decimal point,  with regard to "Orbital Eccentricities," --for/on the right side,               

--(*because we cannot go with "one" digit above, otherwise we would have got at least three or so  =0.0  therein,              
which would be basically meaningless/inaccurate)--         .  

thus as the most fundamental, solid and accurate option, for/in each side, above.      

          

Source:   https: // www.astronomynotes.com/tables/tablesb.htm                      
Source:   https: // en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Orbital_eccentricity              

vvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvv 

  

==============                         

*Please, absolutely also note that                       

due to the Fact that Orbital Inclinations & Eccentricities  of the  "8"  Main  Planets                    

may oscillate due to perturbations over a given time period,                      

so we have rightfully taken Mean (=Average) Values, precisely and perfectly, for/in each Case above.                

==============               

 

 

 

 

So now, let us clearly and unmistakably Witness here                       
 

"19"  coded  --(please, see again:  QURAN TESTAMENT  74/30  above)--                 

      

Most EXCELLENT  &  Most MAGNIFICENT  MIRACLES                  



 

as it has Most Superbly and Perfectly been Inscribed by our LORD AL-LAH                  

unto those Most Specific  Orbital Inclinations  &  Eccentricities  of the  "8"  Main  Planets   

of our Solar System, above, from the very Beginning, therein,                     
 

 

in this Perfect Order, now here thus: 

 
 

 

                                 "Orbital Inclinations"                    . 

                             of the  "8"  Main  Planets    .                         
  .                                      

.                                 (main numbers)                     

.                above    

                             .                  
 

"Neptune"     "Uranus"     "Saturn"     "Jupiter"     "Mars"     "Earth"     "Venus"     "Mercury"           

      1.            0.            2.            1.          1.          0.          3.           7.                              

    <              <            <           <           <         <          <           <             
                        

                                  --and then--                     
.                      

                       

  .              (decimal fractions)                    

.                                         above                        

 

"Mercury"     "Venus"     "Earth"     "Mars"     "Jupiter"     "Saturn"     "Uranus"     "Neptune"           

     .0           .4          .0          .9          .3            .5            .8            .8                              

    >            >          >         >           >           >            >           >             

                               = x …         

                        --and then--                      
.                                                .                                 



                                                                  .                          .          

.          = x …    

 

                          ============                                                
.                                           And                       

   .                    Thereafter                     
  .                       Again                    
                          ============   

 

 

 

                                               "Orbital Eccentricities"                   . 

                           of the  "8"  Main  Planets   .                           
.                                      . 

                                          (main numbers)                     
.             above 

      

"Mercury"     "Venus"     "Earth"     "Mars"     "Jupiter"     "Saturn"     "Uranus"     "Neptune"           

      0.            0.          0.         0.           0.            0.            0.            0.                

    >             >          >         >             >            >           >           >                                   

         .                  
 

                        

                                  --and then--                      
.                      

                       

  .              (decimal fractions)                    

.                                         above                        

 

"Neptune"     "Uranus"     "Saturn"     "Jupiter"     "Mars"     "Earth"     "Venus"     "Mercury"           

    .01          .05         .05          .05         .09       .02        .01         .21                              

    <              <            <           <            <         <          <           <             



                             = x …         

                      --and then--                      
.                                                .                                  

                                                                  .                          .          

.        = x …    

 

each of them --(in exact "opposite" directions)-- in such a perfectly parallel and absolutely Coherent/Consistent manner,            
for/in both Cases, above,  

by this most Wise and perfect  Creation Design  of our LORD AL-LAH,                
 from the very Beginning, here:                      

 

QURAN TESTAMENT  "41/53"  =  69/17  >>>  54/49  >>>  72/28  =  "74/30"              

==============    

  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

So now, let us clearly and unmistakably See here                        

those Most Specific  Orbital Inclinations  &  Eccentricities  of the  "8"  Main  Planets   

of our Solar System, above, 

--as such a Final and Awesome Approval/Confirmation, by our LORD AL-LAH,  
of each of those Two Cases above--   

 

in these most specific Perfect Orders,  
 

here, Finally, now also thus: 

 

 

               the First Case above: 

                                "Orbital Inclinations"                   .  

                          .   of the  "8"  Main  Planets    
                   .                                   

(main numbers)                  (decimal fractions)           .      
.       above                                        above                                    
      .                               .              

 

"Mercury"       7.              1.         "Neptune"                        "Neptune"        .8              .0       "Mercury"                             

"Venus"           3.              0.     "Uranus"    "Uranus"          .8              .4       "Venus"       
    ∨                                         ∧      --or/and--                 ∧                                    ∨      
"Earth"            0.              2.    "Saturn"        "Saturn"          .5              .0        "Earth"             

"Mars"             1.              1.    "Jupiter"                 "Jupiter"     .3              .9        "Mars"     

    ∨          ______      ______         ∧       ∧   ______      ______          ∨ 

        11.           4.             .24          .13              

.                                                             

            = x …                              = x …     

 



     

                    ============                                             
   .                                    And                         

 .                                                           Thereafter                    
   .            Again                   
                 ============  

 

 

 

                    the Second Case above: 

                                      "Orbital Eccentricities"                   . 

                           of the  "8"  Main  Planets    
                   .                                      

. (main numbers)                    (decimal fractions)           .      

.         above                                          above                                    
      .                               .              

 

"Mercury"         0.             0.           "Earth"                                   "Earth"               .02              .21          "Mercury"                             

"Venus"                 0.             0.        "Mars"    "Mars"            .09              .01            "Venus"       
   .   >                          >      --or/and--    <                    <                     
"Uranus"          0.             0.     "Jupiter"                         "Jupiter"          .05              .05          "Uranus"                       

"Neptune"        0.             0.       "Saturn"                      "Saturn"          .05               .01          "Neptune"               
.                             

.      <          ______      ______         <                                           >          ______         ______             >                         
                                          

           0.             0.             .21            .28             

.                                                                 

           = x …                                     = x …         

  (*Please, absolutely note that                  

. we have rightfully exempted all such zeros (=.0_)             

. here Again also in this Final Case above,               

. in such a perfectly parallel and absolutely consistent manner therein.)     

 

 

 



 

 

 

each of them --(finally, in exact "opposite" directions, also here Again)-- in such a perfectly parallel and             
 absolutely Coherent/Consistent manner, for/in both Cases, finally, again, above,  

by this most Wise and perfect  Creation Design  of our LORD AL-LAH,                
 from the very Beginning, here:                      

 

QURAN TESTAMENT  "28/68-70"  =  69/17  >>>  54/49  >>>  72/28  =  "74/30"              

==============                                                              .                          .          .         

.    

                          

       --continues in the next post-- 

 

 

 

   

 

So now, finally, we should again absolutely and clearly See here the Fact that  

our LORD AL-LAH has Created all Universe/s and all galaxies, stars, planets, etc. therein              

and then also and especially those "8" Main Planets  of/in our Solar System above                 

--(with Essentially such most Precise and Special  Orbital Inclinations  &  Eccentricities                  

to make Life perfectly possible)-- for all of Us and also all other living-beings here,        

with such "19" coded,  Most EXCELLENT  &  Most MAGNIFICENT  MIRACLES                

Perfectly Inscribed unto them, from the very Beginning, above: 
 

QURAN TESTAMENT  37/6  &  69/17  >>>  54/49  >>>  72/28  =  "74/30"                   
 

through such a most Wonderful "Cosmic (=Big bang) Evolutionary Creation Miracle,"             
 

even from the very Beginning, again, here (2/117  =  21/30  =  51/47  =  71/13-14, 15-16)!   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

=============== 

53-  We will Show them Our  --"19" coded--  Signs  (=in Arabic: Ayatina here: 74/16-17  >>  26-"30")            

in the Horizons (=i.e. thus also and especially,                 

in all of those most Specific  Orbital Inclinations  &  Eccentricities  of the  "8"  Main Planets   

of our Solar System above,           

as we have clearly and unmistakably Witnessed it above, in each and every of those Cases,             

for/in this Final Age, here now)--              

until it becomes Clear to them that this is absolutely The TRUTH!  

Is it not Enough that your LORD, certainly HE is --thus also and especially,                  

due to/on  the “Left” side  of those  "19" Coded  MIRACLES  (=Signs > Ayat)  above now =29/47--             

(Exclusively with HIS such Absolute  "Capabilities"  here =57/4)  Witnessing over  "all things!"      
 

54-  Indeed, they are (still) in doubt about meeting their LORD;                    

Indeed, certainly HE is --thus also and especially,             

due to/on  the “Right” side  of those  "19" Coded  MIRACLES  (=Signs > Ayat)  above now =29/49--              

(Exclusively with HIS such Absolute  "Knowledge"  here =65/12)  Encompassing of  "all things!"            

 

QURAN TESTAMENT   41/53-54 

=============== 

 

 

 

 

=============== 

13-  And when it is blown into the Trumpet (of Judgment) with a single blow. 

14-  And the land and the mountains will be carried off (then) and be crushed with a single crush. 

15-  On that Day (=i.e. thus a most specific reference especially and also to                   

this fast approaching Day of "Smoke" and also those imminent "Heavenly Requitals" thereafter,               

now in this Case here:  44/10-11, 12-16  in this Final Age now)-- the Falling-Disaster will (thus) Fall. 
 

16-  And the "Sky" (=i.e. our "Atmosphere" especially over that specific Area of the land and the mountains             

indicated above)-- will be torn, and it will be, on that Day, fragile. 
 

17-  And the Angels will be on its (=i.e. whole Sky's/Universe's) borders; and the "Eight"                

(=i.e.  a most specific Reference here to --thus including first of all our planet Earth above-- the  "8"  Main Planets              

of our Solar System, in this Respect, above)-- will be carrying (=i.e.  in figurative/allegorical sense here,               



thus especially through their specifically "Inclined" positions above)-- the THRONE of your LORD (=i.e.  by thus clearly            
   

indicating & showing HIS Perfectly-EXECUTED Excellent Creation POWER unto all of them therein)--         

above them, on that Day!   

--(*as we have already clearly and unmistakably Witnessed it above,                   

in each and every of those  "19" Coded  MIRACLES  for/in this Final Age, already here now.)--   
 

  

18-  On that Day, you (=i.e. thus especially those who would pass away at the time of those "Heavenly Requitals"             

in near future, therein above)-- will (instantly) be brought (to Judgment,                  

in a parallel Universe, in Hell, or in Paradise,  instantly, therein: 16/28-29  X  31-32);                

no hidden-thing from you can remain hidden (anymore). 
 

19-  As for the one who is given his/her Record in his/her right-hand (therein),                 
he/she will say:                

Here, come and read my Record! 
 

20-  Because I did understand that absolutely I was going to meet                   

my --"19" coded-- Reckoning (=in Arabic: Hisabiyah here: 78/27-28-29 = 74/30)! 
 

21-  So he/she will be in a life, well-pleasing. 

22-  In a lofty Paradise. 

23-  Its wonderful-edibles are (all) within reach. 

24-  (And it will be Said unto them therein:              

You shall --especially, because of their such sincere Belief and Righteous-Works due to/on                   

the “Left” side  of those  "19" coded  MIRACLES  above now:  41/53  =  32/"15-17")--  "Eat,"   

and --especially, because of their such sincere Belief and Righteous-Works due to/on    
 

the “Right” side  of those  "19" coded  MIRACLES  above now:  41/53  =  32/"15-17")--  "Drink,"               

Merrily, for what you have (thus) Achieved in days past! 
 

 

25-  As for the one who is given his/her Record in his/her left-hand (therein),                 
he/she will say:                  

Oh, I wish I was never given my Record, 

26-  because I never (truly reflected on and) grasped what my --"19" coded-- Reckoning (=in Arabic: Hisabiyah            

here: 78/27-28-29 = 74/30)!  

27-  (So), I wish it (=death) had been final! 
 

28-  (Because) my wealth cannot --especially, because of their such hostility, ignorance and arrogance           

against the “Left” side  of those  "19" coded  MIRACLES  above now:  22/72  =  7/"40-41");  

29-  (And) my power has --especially, because of their such hostility, ignorance and arrogance            

against the “Right” side  of those  "19" coded  MIRACLES  above now:  22/72  =  7/"40-41")!  
 



 

30-  (And then, it will be Said unto the Guardians of the Hell-Fire therein:                  

Take him and shackle him. 

31-  Then to Blazing-Fire cast him. 

32-  Then, in a chain whose length is seventy arms long, tie him up. 

33-  For he insisted (on) not believing in AL-LAH, The GREAT. 

34-  And (therefore also), he never advocated the feeding of the poor. 

35-  So (consequently), there will not be for him, today, any warm-friend. 

36-  Nor any food, except from filthy/useless-variety. 

37-  None will eat it except (only such hostile, greedy, barbaric and insolent =107/1-3) wrongdoers --(when/if they            

never repent and reform themselves and truly repent to AL-LAH here: 85/4-10                  
before it may be too late then: 4/17-18). 
 

38-  So I do Affirm, by what you can/do see --(with our five senses here). 

39-  And what you can/do not see --(e.g. vast "dark matter & energy" content of/in our whole Universe, etc.,            
here: 13/2 = 35/38 = 6/59 = ……).  
 

 

40-  Absolutely, this is the Utterance of an honorable "Messenger" (=i.e. Angel "Messenger" Gabriel (PbuH),             

in the first place, here: 22/75 = 2/97). 

 

41-  It is not the utterance of a poet; (but) --despite clearly witnessing  the “Left” side  of those               

"19" Coded  MIRACLES  (=Signs > Ayat)  above now:  41/53  =  29/"47")--  except few                

you (still) do not have Faith! 
 

42-  And (It is) not the utterance of a soothsayer; (but) --despite clearly witnessing  the “Right” side  of those               

"19" Coded  MIRACLES  (=Signs > Ayat)  above now:  41/53  =  29/"49")--  except few                

you (still) do not take Heed! 

 

43-  (And It is) an Absolute-Revelation from the LORD of the Worlds --(here: 26/210-212 = 17/88-89)!   

 
 

QURAN TESTAMENT   69/13-43 

=============== 

 

 

          --continues in the next post-- 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          



                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 

************************************************************************************** 

 
 

  "QURAN TESTAMENT"                                         

.         Chapter No. "74"   

 

24-  And he (=i.e. a disbelieving or/and a skeptic Person) said:  
 

"This (=QURAN TESTAMENT) is nothing except an ancient Magic." 
 

25-  "This is nothing except a (fabricated) Saying of a human-being."  
 

26-  (AL-LAH said): So (now) I will get him into Uprooter  
--(thereby thus to absolutely Prove to him and to the whole World that  
"QURAN TESTAMENT"  is definitely Not a man-made Message,  
as that disbelieving or/and a skeptic Person erroneously claimed above,  

but it is absolutely most Superb and matchless Word of AL-LAH here =17/88)!                                                     
 
27-  So what made you know what an Uprooter.                                                                                                  
 
28-  It does not let-last  --(but exclusively and only  in "allegorical/intellectual" sense  here,               
utterly-eradicates  any disbelief and skepticism                       

*as it is already brazenly put forth by that disbelieving or/and a skeptic Person therein, --in Verse No. 24 above), 

by those Perfect MIRACLES  on the “Left” side above)--  
 
and It does not let-stay  --(but exclusively and only  in "allegorical/intellectual" sense  here again,              
utterly-devastates  any disbelief and skepticism                       

*as it is already brazenly put forth by that disbelieving or/and a skeptic Person therein, again, --in Verse No. 25 above), 

by those Perfect MIRACLES  on the “Right” side above)--   
  
 

29-  (For, it presents such MIRACULOUS) "Tables"                               
--(due to/on  t  “Left” side  &  due to/on  that “Right” side  above)-- for the Humanity.                       
                                                                                                                                     

30-  Upon it (shall be) "19"! 
 
 

31-  For We have made the Guardians of the Hellfire to be Angels;  

and We did not make their Number (=that "19" above) except as a Test for those who have rejected; 
  
=so that those who were given the Scripture (=Jews, and Christians, and Arabs) shall attain-Certainty,  
 

=and those who have Faith (among all Nations/Peoples, Worldwide) shall increase in Faith,  
 

=and so that those who were given the Scripture (=Jews, and Christians, and Arabs)  
 

=and the Faithful (among all Nations/Peoples, Worldwide) shall not have any doubt,  
 
and so that those who have a sickness in their hearts and the rejecters shall say:  
 

"What is it that AL-LAH has (Really) Meant by this  "Allegory"  --(already Cited   

in those most specific  "24-30th  Verses"  above.) 
  
 

Thus, AL-LAH will Send astray whoever wishes (to go astray)                    



--especially, due to/on  the “Left” side  of those                       

"19" Coded  MIRACLES  (Signs > Ayat)  (=74/16-17  >>  26-"30")           
 

above now-- (41/53  =  29/"47"),     
 

and HE will Guide whoever wishes (to go Guided)                      

--especially, due to/on  the “Right” side  of those                      

"19" Coded  MIRACLES  (Signs > Ayat)  (=74/16-17  >>  26-"30")             
 

above now-- (41/53  =  29/"49")! 
   

And none know the Forces of your LORD except HIM;  

and "It" (=i.e.  that "Uprooter" again, as clearly Pointed Out  
in the above  "24-30th  Verses")--  is but a "Commemoration" (="Dhikra") for all Humanity.    
 
 

32-  No, by the Moon.  

33-  And the Night when it turns-away. 
 

34-  And the Morning when it shines-forth. 
 

35-  Absolutely, "It" (=i.e.  that "Uprooter" again, as clearly Pointed Out  
in the above "24-30th  Verses")-- is One of the Greatest-(MIRACLES)! 
 

36-  (Also) a "Warning" to all Humanity.  
 

37-  For any among you who wishes --by truly believing in and wholeheartedly Repenting to HIM             

due to/on  the “Left” side  of those  "19" coded  MIRACLES  above now-- to "Advance,"               

or --by utterly rejecting and crookedly running away from HIM                   

due to/on  the “Right” side  of those  "19" coded  MIRACLES  above now-- to "regress!"                 

(41/53  =  29/"47"  &  "49") 
 

 

 

38-  Every soul (shall be) held --(and Most Fairly/Equitably be Requited therein)-- for/by what               
it earns --(here =40/17, 40)! 
 

39-  Except for the People of the Righteousness (=84/7-8-9). 
 

40-  (They shall be) in Gardens, asking,  
 

41-  about the criminals: 
 

42-  What has led you into "Uprooter" --(as we have clearly seen "It" in the above  "27-30th  Verses;"               
=i.e.  that "eradicator  &  devastator" above, now also  in "real/physical" sense  in the Hereafter therein).  
 

43-  They said: We have not been of those Supporters --due to/on  the “Left” side  of those                 

"19" coded  MIRACLES  above now!--   
 

44-  And we have not been Feeding the Poor --due to/on  the “Right” side  of those               

"19" coded  MIRACLES  above now!--   
  
 

45-  But we have been blundering with those blunderers --(in such hostile, cruel and arrogant manners            
therein: 22/72  =  7/"40" & "41"). 
 

46-  And we have been denying the Day of Recompense --(in such selfish, greedy and insolent manners            
therein: 107/1-7).   
 

47-  Until the Certainty came to us! 
 



48-  So, no intercession of intercessors will never help them therein --(again, here in this Case              
now: 4/17-18  =  85/4-10  =  20/109-111)!  
 

 

49-  And what is (amiss) with them  
that they (still) turn away from "the Commemorative" (="al-TaDhkirah") --(empasized at the end of             
Verse No. 31 above). 
 
50-  As if they were frightened "Zebras,"   
 

51-  Fleeing from a "Lion" --(which has absolutely "19"  &  "19"  chromosomes,                
as in perfect "pairs" therein again)!    
 
 

52-  Alas, every one of them requires that he be given disseminated Pages --(from Heaven/Sky =17/93)!  
 
53-  No, they do not fear the Hereafter. 
 
54-  No, it is a "Commemorative" (="al-TaDhkirah") --(as empasized at the end of                
Verse No. 31 again above). 
 
55-  So whoever wishes will "take-Commemoration" therefrom --(as clearly Pointed Out  
at the very end of Verse No. 31 again above)!  
 

56-  But none will "take-Commemoration" except if AL-LAH Wills   

--(when/if HE Finds true Love and Sincerity and deep Devotion to HIM  

in the hearts, minds and souls of HIS Servants here, in the first place =13/27-28-29).  
 

(For) HE (Alone) is --(especially, because of their such sincere Belief and Righteous-Works                

due to/on  the “Left” side  of those  "19" Coded  MIRACLES  (Signs > Ayat) (=74/16-17  >>  26-"30")           
 

above now: 41/53  =  32/"15-17")--  Source  of  Salvation;  
 

and --(especially, because of their such sincere Belief and Righteous-Works                   

due to/on  the “Right” side  of those  "19" Coded  MIRACLES  (Signs > Ayat) (=74/16-17  >>  26-"30")           
 

above now: 41/53  =  32/"15-17")--  Source  of  Forgiveness! 
 

 

QURAN TESTAMENT  Chapter No. "74,"   Verses No. "24-56"   

************************************************************************************** 

                     

 

Remain in Peace/Salaam.  

 

 

 

 

 

And  he  who  came  with  The TRUTH, 
and  those  who  verified-it-as-TRUE, 
they  are  the Righteous. =39/33, .... 


